Our Penn A-4 greens at Tiffany Greens earn rave reviews. Meet some of the reviewers.

Open less than two years, Tiffany Greens not only hosts a Senior PGA Tournament, but our semiprivate course also is subjected to approximately 33,000 rounds each year. With this many potential putting surface critics, none are more particular about our greens than the maintenance staff here at Tiffany Greens. With our region's unpredictable weather—frigid winters to humid, seemingly endless summers—Penn A-4 creeping bentgrass continues to be a champion in our eyes. Our Penn A-4 greens thrive when the going gets tough. With good heat tolerance and practically worry-free disease resistance, it is without a doubt the right putting green grass for us.

Penn A-4's relatively effortless nature continues to grow on us as time goes on. We have no trouble maintaining a true, smooth putting surface, and as it matures each season, we experience less vigorous maintenance practices.

Everyone here on our Tiffany Greens maintenance staff realizes how important putting greens are to the lifeblood of a golf course, and the many positive comments we receive every day make us proud to have chosen Penn A-4.
It delivers

EVERYTHING
today's superintendent
really needs.
Including a GREAT PRICE.

Ransomes delivers the high-quality, precision cut you expect – without all the nonessential features that can drive up costs. Every model is solidly built in ISO 9001-certified U.S. facilities, providing reliability you can count on for years to come.

For more information, or the nearest dealer, call 1-888-922-TURF or visit www.ttcsp.textron.com.
No machine maintains greens better than the John Deere 2500 Tri-Plex Greens Mower. After years of extensive testing feedback from literally thousands of superintendents worldwide, the 2500 has been engineered to give an exceptional quality of cut, the utmost in operator comfort, and the highest level of serviceability. Cut is king on the 2500. The cutting unit suspension carries the weight of the lift arms and grass catchers on the traction unit instead of the cutting unit. The 2500 also has the lowest psi of any tri-plex greens mower. And all controls are conveniently located at the operator's fingertips. For a better look at the 2500, call your local John Deere distributor or 1-800-537-8233.
COVER MORE TERRITORY WITHOUT LEAVING TRACKS BEHIND.

Introducing the industry's lightest 7-gang mowers. Weighing in at roughly 750 pounds less than other 7-gang mowers, the Jacobsen LF-4675 and LF-4677 models are the lightest available. Plus, you get a legendary Jake cut that stretches across nearly 140 inches — about 40% wider than with a 5-gang mower. While these 7-gangs may be new, their 22-inch cutting reels and chassis are not.

In fact, both models are built on the same time-tested chassis as our popular LF-3400 and LF-3800 fairway mowers, so you'll get the same reliable performance. Not to mention, those fairways will be cross-cut in no time — without the worry of leaving tire tracks behind. For more information or a free demonstration, call 1-888-922-TURF or visit www.ttcsp.textron.com.
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Precision Cut. Legendary Performance.